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Toronto Canada  

The most revolutionary development in fiber 

technology used in the production of landscape grass 

fibers has recently been announced by ProGreen 

Canada. This game changing fiber improvement 

effectively doubles the strength and resilency of its 

artificial landscape grass fibers being installed in 

hundreds if not thousands of backyards across Canada. 

This state of the art technology improvement gives 

ProGreen Canada an immense advantage over all 

other landscape grass products being offered and will 

likely be the case for the foreseeable future. These 

improvements significantly improve the artificial grass 

durability, resilience and longevity to the delight of 

homeowners alike.  

Simply put they are two types of fibers, one designed 

and constructed for large “sport fields” i.e. football and 

soccer made with polypropylene the toughest fiber 

withstanding 300lb + players running and tackling, all 

while wearing steel cleats. The other fiber made with 

polyethylene was designed as a “landscape grass” 

having a much softer touch & feel mostly for gentler 

settings found in backyards. Until now manufacturer’s 

have not been able to create the softer feel using 

polypropylene but through extensive research and 

development ProGreen has successfully launched its 

dual fiber which incorporates both fibers giving it a 

maximum strength while maintaining softness of the 

traditional landscape grass.  It is a mix of both, 

ProGreen’s fillibrated slit fiber “SPORT TURF” and the 

new diamond blade fiber found in its “REAL SERIES” of 

landscape grass offerings. This fusion of the two fibers 

into the ProGreen Canada landscape grass offers a 

natural green 4-color blend with golden thatch 

interspersed throughout but better still the superior 

resilency makes the fibers much more resistant to lying 

back down even in heavy traffic.   



 

 

This revolutionary, game changing artificial grass 

product is now available for ordering through 

ProGreen Canada or Design Turf of Toronto and 

it will be fully revealed to the public at the 

“Product Launch” event at the new “STACKT 

MARKET “downtown Toronto June 2018.                 

                  GUARANTEES 

1. WE DO NOT USE OVERSEA components 

in the manufacturing of our grass. 

2. We do not use INFERIOR RESINS 

3. We do not add UNKNOWN or 

QUESTIONABLE FILLERS to our resins 

4. We do not use 3 ply backings. 

5. We do not use lead or other chemical 

contaminants  

6. We do not have perforations in our 

backings  

       30 YEARS IN BUSINESS IS 

            A SERIOUS BUSINESS  
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PROGREEN CANADA 
 

Creating better grass that really last  
 

 100% Made In-house in the US. The 
only company with vertically 
integrated fiber manufacturing, 
tufting, coating and installation. 

 
 100% Proprietary premium 

metallacene polymer from Exxon 
Mobil  
 

 No “fillers” used in fiber resins 
 
 4 Ply Backing on all products 
 
 NO Lead & NO Heavy Chemicals 
 
 Patent Pending PROFLOW Backing 

400% quicker draining than most 
others.  

 
 Cool Fiber Technology 20-25 

degrees F. cooler (ask for testing) 
 
 UNMATCHED DURABILITY 

40% higher strength than a 
comparable “Tencate” fibre 
Routinely passes 100,000 plus 
cycles on a Lisport accelerated 
test.   

 
 15 Year Manufacturer’s Warranty  
 
 3 rd. Party INSURED 

 

 

PROFLOW BACKING 
400% FASTER DRAINING    

Following an international tactile test 

amongst 3 leading synthetic grass products, 

when asked, “which one feels the softest?”  

our new Diamond blade was chosen                   

100% of the time 

866 –742-7888 | www.pro-greens.com 
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SYNTHETIC TURF SYSTEMS 


